Objective: To analyse discrepant breast cancer detection in digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and digital mammography (DM). Methods: From a previous detection study comparing DBT and DM, 26 discrepant cases were extracted, 19 detected by DBT only and 7 by DM only. An expert panel of three radiologists reviewed these cases and documented the level of discrepancy, lesion visibility, radiographic pattern and lesion conspicuity and assessed the reason for non-detection. Differences between groups were tested using the Wilcoxon rank sum test, the Kruskal-Wallis test and visual grading characteristics. Results: The proportion of lesion periphery in fatty tissue was statistically significantly larger, and there were significantly more spiculated masses in DBT compared with DM in the DBT only group (p 5 0.018; p 5 0.015). The main reasons for missing a lesion were poor lesion visibility when using DM and interpretative error when using DBT. Conclusion: Lesion visualization is superior with DBT, particularly of spiculated tumours. A major reason for non-detection in DBT seems to be interpretative error, which may be due to lack of experience. Advances in knowledge: Our findings suggest that DBT is better than DM in visualizing breast cancer and that non-detection when using DBT is related to interpretative error regarding clearly visible lesions.
Although digital mammography (DM) is the standard technique for imaging examination of symptomatic females, as well as for screening, it is a well-established fact that the technique has important limitations in terms of breast cancer detection, especially in dense breasts, where the sensitivity has been reported as being as low as 30-60%. 1, 2 The main reasons are the obscuring effect of fibroglandular tissue and certain cancer growth patterns, for example, invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) that sometimes grows diffusely in the breast in a single-file pattern and produces little desmoplastic response. 3 In recent years, digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) has developed into a promising threedimensional (3D) breast-imaging technique that takes advantage of multiple exposures at different angles, which enables reconstruction of thin slices into a 3D volume and reduces the degrading effect of superimposed tissue. 4, 5 Data indicate that DBT is an important adjunct to conventional DM, as well as being a promising screening modality, with about 30% higher cancer detection rate than that of ordinary screening, when read in combination with DM. [5] [6] [7] [8] In an experimental clinical series in our institution, comparing the accuracy of one-view DBT with that of two-view DM, sensitivities of approximately 90% and approximately 79%, respectively, for cancer detection were found. 9 In brief, the study included 185 symptomatic or asymptomatic females with subtle or negative findings on DM, but suspicious lesions on ultrasonography, yielding 89 females with 95 cancer lesions and 96 females with normal or benign findings. The females underwent standard assessment and one-view DBT. Five breast radiologists interpreted DBT and DM images independently in accordance with free-response receiver operating characteristic methodology, 10 classifying findings in accordance with the American College of Radiology's Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS).
11 Cases of discrepant detection in DBT and DM form the basis of the current study.
When introducing a new diagnostic method, it is important to evaluate not only its accuracy but also to define its advantages and limitations in terms of imaging characteristics. 12 The aim of this study was to reassess possible reasons for discrepant breast cancer detection in DBT vs DM by analysing detectability parameters and radiographic lesion characteristics, with the DBT and DM images displayed side by side.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Study population
Discrepant cases were obtained from a previous detection study comparing one-view DBT and two-view DM, described above and in more detail elsewhere. 9 A discrepant case had a cancer lesion classified as BI-RADS 3, 4 or 5 by at least two out of five readers in one modality and BI-RADS 1 or 2 in the other modality by the same two readers.
For 24 females with 25 cancer lesions in 24 breasts there had been discrepant interpretations in DBT vs DM, leading to a total of 26 discrepant cases (Table 1) . 19 lesions were classified as BI-RADS 3, 4 or 5 in DBT and BI-RADS 1 or 2 in DM (DBT only group). Of these cancers, 18 were invasive (ductal carcinoma, n 5 8; lobular carcinoma, n 5 9; and tubular carcinoma, n 5 1), and the mean age of the females were 63 years (range, 43-80 years).
Seven lesions were classified as BI-RADS 3, 4 or 5 in DM and BI-RADS 1 or 2 in DBT (DM only group). Of these cancers, six were invasive (ductal carcinoma, n 5 2; lobular carcinoma, n 5 3; and tubular carcinoma, n 5 1), and the mean age of the females were 62 years (range, 50-70 years). A case of ILC was represented in both discrepant groups. One female was represented in both discrepant groups with two different lesions (multifocal ILC). Of the 26 discrepant cases, there were no benign lesions.
Image display
The graphical user interface ViewDEX 13 was used to display the DBT and DM images side by side on a Sun Microsystems Ultra™ 24 Workstation (Oracle America Inc., Santa Clara, CA) using two 5-megapixel flat-panel monitors (SMD21500; EIZO GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany), calibrated in accordance with Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine Part 14. The images were reviewed under low ambient light conditions (,50 lux).
Discrepancy analysis
An expert panel comprising two breast radiologists with 7 and 38 years' experience of mammography, respectively, and one resident in radiology reassessed discrepant cases by consensus, with the DM and DBT images displayed side by side. The expert panel were aware that they were reviewing verified abnormal cases and localized the lesions in the paired DBT and DM images for each case-specific evaluation. The histopathology results were available during the review process. The DM views were scored separately and the highest-ranking DM view was used for statistical analysis.
The discrepancy analysis included the following steps:
• The level of discrepancy was measured as the difference between the number of readers who classified a lesion as BI-RADS 3, 4 or 5 in one modality and the number of readers who classified the same lesion as BI-RADS 1 or 2 in the other modality.
• Lesion visibility was evaluated by classifying breast density using DM in accordance with BI-RADS: 14 (1) fatty, (2) scattered fibroglandular densities, (3) heterogeneously dense and (4) dense. The proportion of lesion periphery in tissue with pre-dominately fatty attenuation (in DBT and DM), was estimated using the following four categories: (1) ,25%; (2) 25-50%; (3) 50-75%; and (4) .75%, as illustrated in Figure 1 .
• The radiographic pattern of the lesion was assigned to one of the following six groups: (1) spiculated mass, (2) well-circumscribed • Lesion conspicuity was graded as (1) not visible, (2) subtle, (3) intermediate and (4) high.
• Finally, the expert panel tried to find a major reason for the discrepancy, describing the reason for misclassification of a lesion in one modality, the evaluation being similar to that used by Lewin et al. 14 They used three major reason categories: (1) problems related to poor lesion visibility; (2) non-conspicuous radiographic appearance (e.g. lack of edge characteristics and non-conspicuous radiographic pattern); and (3) interpretative error regarding visible lesions.
Statistical analysis
Differences between the discrepant groups were analysed using the Wilcoxon rank sum test when the samples were related (lesion periphery in tissue with pre-dominately fatty attenuation and radiographic pattern) and the Kruskal-Wallis test when the samples were independent (breast density), and using the independent samples test when analysing the level of discrepancy. Lesion conspicuity was analysed by using visual grading characteristics (VGC), a non-parametric rank-invariant statistical method for image quality evaluation, 15 comparing DBT and the highestranking DM view. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS® Statistics software v. 20.0.0 (IBM Corporation, Armont, NY).
RESULTS
Level of discrepancy
The level of discrepancy was significantly higher in the DBT only group than in the DM only group (p 5 0.045), meaning there was a greater difference between the number of readers who classified a lesion as BI-RADS 3, 4 or 5 in DBT and how many readers classified the same lesion as BI-RADS 1 or 2 in DM.
Lesion visibility
There was no significant difference in breast density between the discrepant groups. Although the numbers were small in the DM only group, there was a trend towards higher breast density (BI-RADS categories 3 and 4) in the DBT only group, with 11 vs 2 cases. Notably, there were also two cases of fatty breasts in the DBT only group ( Table 2 ). The discrepant cancers in the DBT only group had a significantly larger proportion of lesion periphery in tissue with pre-dominately fatty attenuation in DBT compared with concurrent DM (p 5 0.018). The discrepant cancers in the DM only group displayed the same proportion of lesion periphery in tissue with pre-dominately fatty attenuation in DBT and DM (except for one case with a higher proportion of visible lesion periphery in DBT).
Radiographic pattern
The most common radiographic cancer pattern revealed by DBT was a spiculated mass [ILC, n 5 7; invasive ductal carcinoma, n 5 5; and invasive tubular carcinoma, n 5 1] (Table 3) . Six out of seven spiculated tumours were grade 1, while grade 3 tumours presented as spiculated masses or masses with an indistinct border. Three of the four grade 3 tumours were not visible in DM. Typical cases in the DBT only group are illustrated in Figure 2 , in which spiculated masses revealed by DBT are not visible on concurrent DM.
The discrepant cancers in the DM only group displayed similar radiographic patterns in DBT and DM. Of the seven discrepant cases in the DM only group, five were spiculated masses (ILC, n 5 2; invasive ductal carcinoma, n 5 2; and invasive tubular carcinoma, n 5 1) and the remaining two presented as architectural distortion (ILC, n 5 1) and microcalcifications (ductal carcinoma in situ, n 5 1), respectively. The latter was the only case of microcalcifications in all the discrepant cases. Retrospectively, it was deemed to be equally visible in both DM and DBT (Figure 3a) .
Lesion conspicuity
Visual grading analysis [area under the VGC curve (AUC VGC )] showed that lesions appeared more conspicuous in DBT compared with DM (AUC VGC 5 0.083; confidence interval, 0.73-0.93). Of all the discrepant cancers, there was only one that was deemed to be more conspicuous in the DM image than in the DBT image, especially in the craniocaudal view (Figure 3b ).
Major reason for discrepancy
As shown in Table 4 , the main reason for missing a cancer in DM was related to poor lesion visibility, which in turn was caused by tissue overlap. On the other hand, the main reason for missing a cancer in DBT seemed to be related to interpretative error, since all lesions were clearly visible in DBT, as illustrated in the four cases in Figure 3 . Only one case in the DM only group was missed because of a noncharacteristic radiographic appearance in DBT (Figure 4) . No lesions were missed in DBT as a result of poor lesion visibility. One case-the largest of the discrepant cancers-was represented in both discrepant groups, but for different reasons. With DM the reason for missing the lesion was poor visibility, whereas with DBT the probable reason was interpretative error (Figure 3d ).
DISCUSSION
In a side-by-side comparison of DBT and concurrent DM, we analysed cancers that had been classified as BI-RADS 3, 4 or 5 by at least two out of five readers in one modality and BI-RADS 1 or 2 in the other modality by the same two readers. We found that the main reason for missing a cancer in DM was poor visibility due to dense breast parenchyma, tissue overlap and a radiographically non-conspicuous lesion. The main reason for missing a cancer in a DBT image was interpretative error.
We quantified lesion visualization by using several parameters, for example, proportion of lesion periphery in tissue with predominately fatty attenuation and lesion conspicuity. The One case was excluded from the DM only group, owing to lack of a mass, and therefore had no definable lesion periphery (ductal carcinoma in situ). Table 3 . Radiographic pattern of cancers subject to discrepant detection in digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and concurrent digital mammography (DM) in the DBT only group and DM only group
Radiographic pattern DBT only group DM only group improved conspicuity in DBT was not only due to the reduction of tissue overlap, since lesions were also more conspicuous in fatty breasts. This can partly be due to the in-plane artefact, typically seen with the filtered back-projection reconstruction algorithm, generating a dark halo around lesions, thus enhancing the lesion-to-background contrast, resulting in increased lesion conspicuity (e.g. Figure 4 ). 16 Does DM have any advantages over DBT? Of the 26 discrepant cases, there was only one lesion that was more conspicuous in the DM image (Figure 3b ). The most difficult cancer to detect in DBT images was a 9-mm invasive ductal carcinoma grade 1, illustrated in Figure 4 , which was missed by four readers in DBT and detected by all readers in DM, although it was retrospectively deemed to be equally conspicuous in both modalities. As suggested, this problem could be due to the surrounding parenchyma having a similar appearance, thus making the cancer less conspicuous.
ILC is often difficult to detect in DM. 17, 18 ILC is the second most common microscopic type of invasive breast carcinoma. In DM, an ILC may present as a spiculated tumour, but it may sometimes grow in single cell rows, diffusely infiltrating the tissue without forming a tumour mass, presenting radiographically as an area of architectural distortion or an area of asymmetry, and sometimes even being radiographically occult. In a recent study by Skaane et al, 19 the sensitivity when using DBT was over 8% higher than when using DM, and the type of lesions that accounted for the increase was ILCs. In our study, DBT had advantages in terms of detection of ILCs, with a significantly larger proportion of ILCs in the DBT only group compared with the proportion of ILCs in the previous detection study, from which the discrepant detections were extracted (47% vs 20%; p 5 0.025; x 2 test). In this study, the ILCs appeared mostly as spiculated masses in DBT, whereas in DM there were not usually any radiographic findings at all.
In the DM only group, all cancers were clearly visible in DBT, yet they had been missed. Failure to detect salient pathological features in radiographic images is an inevitable part of being a radiologist. 20, 21 This effect is reduced in breast cancer screening programmes by use of double reading. The discrepant cases in this study could have been missed in a double-reading setting, as they were missed by at least two readers. Hypothetically, analysing a 3D volume might induce a different search pattern from a top-down search instead of a more holistic salient driven bottom-up search. This, in addition to the more extensive set of images, could increase the constraint of interpreting 3D DBT volumes, thereby possibly leading to more interpretative errors. Interpretative error could also be related to the radiologist's level of experience. The DM experience of the five readers involved in the detection study from which we extracted the discrepant cases ranged from 3 to 25 years (mean, 16.6 years). In a recent publication by our group, it was suggested that optimum diagnostic performance in DBT requires experience in DM, 22 while other studies have shown that DBT outperforms DM when readers have limited experience. 23 In another study, no correlation was found between reader experience and performance when comparing DBT plus DM with DM. 24 Thus far, there have been no studies analysing performance in terms of the reading of DBT images by readers who only have experience of DBT. We established that there was potential for improvement in the reading of DBT images, since the major reason for missing a cancer was interpretative error regarding clearly visible lesions.
A limitation of this study is the descriptive set-up of the discrepancy analysis, involving subjective reassessment of the images. Although the sample size was small, the extraction2 of discrepant cases was based on five radiologists reading and scoring DBT and DM images of 185 females (89 abnormal breasts with 95 malignant lesions). Also, this population was enriched with difficult cases, and the findings on DM were subtle or nonexistent, giving DM an advantage over DBT. The use of enriched populations creates a logistic benefit when studying a disease with a low prevalence. 25 However, the drawback is that the results are not entirely applicable to a screening population. Discrepancy studies from the screening trials with DBT will in a near future provide further information on this topic.
In conclusion, our study shows that DBT has advantages over DM in terms of detection of breast cancer, thanks to its better visualization of the lesions, particularly spiculated tumours. Missing a lesion in DM is mainly due to poor lesion visibility, caused not only by tissue overlap but also by the less conspicuous radiographic appearance of the lesions. Missing a lesion in DBT seems to be related to interpretative error regarding clearly visible lesions, a problem that may be reduced with increased experience.
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